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Motivation

I Silicon photomultipliers (SiPM) have found widespread use in
scientific experiments
→ From HEP to Medical Science

I Characterization of such devices include:
Breakdown Voltage
Cross-talk probability
Dark Count Rate
Photon detection efficiency
Single Photon Timing Resolution (SPTR)

I Some measurements are easy, some require more advanced
equipment
→ e.g. measuring the SPTR usually requires external laser
sources

I Can we measure the SPTR without the need fancy equipment?
Yes, via bi-luminescence!
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Cross-talk and bi-luminescence

I During an avalanche, some
electrons recombine producing
secondary photons

I These photons can enter a
neighboring cell, causing additional
avalanches (Optical Cross-talk)

I Bi-luminescence refers to the
process where one or more of
these photons leaves the device
and causes an avalanche in a
neighboring device

I Our light detector is actually a
light source
→ Can use as a source to measure
single photon events

[courtesy of Hamamatsu Photonics]
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Set-up

I 2x HPK S13360-3050CS (3 x 3 mm2 area, 50 µm pitch)

I Each connected to custom amplifier boards and a HV source

I Signals recorded with a 4-ch 4 GHz oscilloscope

I Set-up is housed in a freezer (not the scope!) flushed with dry air allowing for T
as low as -30◦C

I Waveforms are timestamped using a CFD method (optimized at 24%)
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The model

I The resulting ∆t = t1 − t2

distribution shows a double peaked
structure

I Each peak can be described by a
gaussian convoluted with and
exponential

I The Gaussian term includes
contributions from emission and
absorption (∼

√
2 x SPTR)

I Exponential term arises from
uncertainty in the time of emission
due to afterpulsing f (∆t;µ, σ λ) ∝ e

λ
2

(2µ+λσ2−2∆t)erfc
(

µ+λσ2−∆t√
2σ

)
σ: Uncertainty from emission and absorption process
µ: Mean of the gaussian
λ: Afterpulse rate
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Results
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I Measurements carried out from -20 to
+20 ◦ C, OV = +3 V

I SPTR(20◦C) = 145/
√

2 = 103 ± 3 ps
→ Const vs. T

I λ(20◦C) = 7.5 ± 0.5 GHz

I Arrhenius plot used to extract energy of
defect responsible for λ
∆E1 = Ec − E1 = 0.07± 0.01 eV
∆E2 = Ec − E2 = 0.05± 0.01 eV
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Summary

I The SPTR of SiPMs is an important characterization
parameter

I We present a simple method of measuring the SPTR using
bi-luminescence

I ∆t distribution modeled with a Gaussian convoluted with an
exponential
→ accounts for afterpulsing

I SPTR ∼ 100 ps, similar to literature values

I Afterpulse rate ∼ 7-8 GHz
→ ∆E = 0.05− 0.07 eV
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BACKUP
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SiPM characterization

I SiPMs from two manufacturers:

Hamamatsu Photonics
SensL

I SiPM characterized by:

Current-Voltage behavior
Dark count rate
Cross-talk probability
Single photon time resolution

26 Chapter 4. Results

FIGURE 4.1: BdV determined by the IV curve for HPK S13360-
3050CS-10977. The logarithmic plot shows a clearly recognisable
knee at the point of the break down and linearity above 56 V the

region of the operational voltage.

FIGURE 4.2: The OV versus the current for the tested SiPMs. The
proposed operational voltage for the sensL devices is at 2.5 V for

the Hamamatsu at 3 V.

4.1. Characterization of SiPMs 31

FIGURE 4.7: The DCR of different SiPMs versus OV. The results
for two sensL sensors are not fully reliable. The effect of the tem-
perature difference on the DCR can be observed for both sensor

pairs.

FIGURE 4.8: The DCR versus the trigger level at constant 3
V OV for a HPK-S13360-3050CS. The DCR depends only on
the minimum number of fired pixels and is therefore con-
stant until the threshold reaches the next pixel number.The

DCR above the 2-pixel-amplitude is negligible

4.1. Characterization of SiPMs 33

seams therefore at the moment more reliable. The dependence of the CTP from the
OV for all sensors is shown in Figure 4.11.

FIGURE 4.10: Fit to calculate Cross Talk Probability for sensL-MicroFC SMA
60035 for data recorded with the oscilloscope.

FIGURE 4.11: Comparison of Cross Talk Probability for different SiPMs versus
OV. The CT for HPK-S10362-33-050C increases so fast that no measurements
above 3 V are taken. The HPK-S13360-3050CS’s show a uniform behavior as
do the sensL-MicroFC’s above 4V. The measurement with one of the sensL’s

showed unexpected effects that are not yet understood.
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SiPM single photon time resolution

I Back-to-back γs from
pair-annihilation in 22Na is
used as a source

I Single photon time resolution
is taken as the Gaussian width
in the time difference spectrum
from coincidence signals

I Very good resolution ∼ 100 ps
is observed in 3× 3 mm HPK
SiPM
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CFD optimization and electronic noise

44 Chapter 4. Results

The components of the smaller Gaussian are proportional bigger to the central one
at lower voltages. The reason for these additional components is not completely
understood.

The time resolution corresponds to the � of the central Gaussian in figure 4.24 di-
vided by

p
2. The resulting timing resolution as a function of the OV for this system

can be seen in summery plot 4.26 below. Assuming Poissonian statistics, the time
resolution should behave as � / 1/

p
N , where N is the number of detected pho-

tons.

FIGURE 4.25: Fits to find the best CF value for different OV.

Figure 4.25 shows the results of the time resolution which are fitted with a second
order polynomials to find the CFs corresponding to the the best time resolution. The
minimums show no obvious dependency on the voltage they are close together and
nearly constant between 0.1 and 0.3 V, therefore it seams justified to take the average
of 23.83%, which is rounded up to 24 in further measurements.

The time resolution measured at the optimal value for the CF is best for voltages near
the operational voltage, as seen in figure 4.25. Table 4.8 shows that the best value for
�SiPM+plastic is 832 ps at 3.3 OV, with electric noise �el (figure 4.22) and TW �TW

(equation 4.6) subtracted. The result of the complete measurement is presented in
4.26 which also shows that the contributions of �el and �TW are very small.

42 Chapter 4. Results

FIGURE 4.22: Fits of three different CF versus OV. The resulting fit pa-
rameter are used to plot the noise in the summery plots of the timing

measurements.

4.1.9 Time Resolution of the SiPM

The time resolution of the SiPM itself �SiPM can be calculated by using equations
2.10 and 2.11. The results up to 3.72 V OV are listed in table 4.7. Figure 4.23 shows
the measured SPTR for the HPK-S13360-3050CS sensors (green) and �SiPM (red)
after the substaction of the noise and the TW component. �TDC is very small for the
used oscilloscope and is therefore neglected. As CF for this measurement was set to
50% and not the optimal 17% it is expected that the results can be improved in the
planed future tests.

FIGURE 4.23: SPTR summary plot.

I Scan of CFD threshold indicated an optimal value of 24%

I Electronic noise at this value is σel = 22 ps for the optimal OV = 3 V
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Waveforms, rise time and decay time20 Chapter 3. Experimental Set-up and Devices

FIGURE 3.7: The Waveform
of a HPK-S13360-3050CS sen-
sor recorded with LeCroy Wa-

verunner 8404M.

FIGURE 3.8: The Waveform of
a HPK-S10362-33-050C sensor
recorded with a DRS4 evalua-

tion board.

3.2 Set-up for Measurements

3.2.1 SiPM Characterisation

A important part of this thesis was to assist in building up a test laboratory. Most
of the equipment was not yet available and all the preliminary tests had to be con-
ducted inside a 40x60x35 cm3 box at room temperature (figure 3.9). The interior of
the box was protected from light by a black rubberized fabric covering the box. The
temperature was monitored by a Sensirion STS31 sensor but not controlled. The
signal and power cables were fed trough a hole on the side of the box.

FIGURE 3.9: The characterisation of the SiPMs was performed
in this plastic box. The box was covered by a fabric to keep the

interior light tight.

4.1. Characterization of SiPMs 39

FIGURE 4.18: Fit to find the RT for sensL-MicroFC SMA 60035-1 at
2.5 V above BdV. The RT is the mean of the red Gaussian.

is not yet analysed but it can be assumed that both sensors have approximately the
same value. The results for the analysed sensors are listed in table 4.6 where the RMS
(standard deviation) of the values for HPK-S13360-3050CS-10980 is also added.

FIGURE 4.19: RT versus OV for four sensors. The RT shows at most a
weak dependence on the voltage.

34 Chapter 4. Results

OV [V] CTP [%]
HPK-S10362-33-050C 2.8 42.62 ± 2.58
HPK-S13360-3050CS-10977 2.9 4.79 ± 0.09
HPK-S13360-3050CS-10980 3.25 4.05 ± 0.06
sensL-MicroFC SMA 60035-1 3.35 13.37 ± 0.18
sensL-MicroFC SMA 60035-2 2.85 7.20 ± 0.17

TABLE 4.4: A summery with the CTP measurement the for the tested
sensors. The values for the voltages close to the nominal voltage are
listed except for the sensL-MicroFC SMA 60035-1 were this values

could not be used.

4.1.4 Recovery Time, Resistance and Pixel Capacitance

The recovery time is as described in section 2.3 essential for the dynamic range of the
SiPM. It depends on the quenching resistor and the capacitance of the SiPM, these
results are therefore presented together.

Recovery Time: The recovery time ⌧r is determined by fitting the decay of the
waveform recorded by the oscilloscope. Figure 4.12 shows the average of 10,000
triggered signals for one of the HPK-S13360-3050CS sensors. The results for the
recovery time ⌧r of the different sensors are listed in table 4.5.

FIGURE 4.12: The average of 10,000 triggered signals from a HPK-
S13360-3050CS sensor fitted to an exponential decay function to de-

termine the recovery time.

Resistance: The quench resistance Rq is determined by fitting the IV Curve mea-
sured with Forward Bias with a linear function. Figure 4.13 shows the fit result
for the HPK-S13360-3050CS sensor, the curve is linear above 0.5 V. The quenching
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DCR and cross talk

28 Chapter 4. Results

Comparison of methods: A comparison of the two methods shows that the results
are close and inside the error margin. It confirms also the validity of the assumption
of the linearity of the gain function. Due to the time consuming nature of the second
method it is only done ones for each sensor. Since there is good agreement between
the two methods, the IV method can be used as a fast and relivable way to deter-
mine the BdV. In table 4.2 two measurements taken at different temperatures are
compared, it can be observed that the BdV has a small dependence on the temper-
ature and should therefore be determined before each new follow up measurement
with easier and faste the IV-curve variant.

T2 BdV IV B2 T1 � T2 B1 � B2

[�C] [V] [�C] [V]
HPK-S10362-33-050C 23.50 69.90 ± 0.050 +2.44 +0.40 ± 0.071
HPK-S13360-3050CS-10977 23.84 53.10 ± 0.050 +3.16 +0.20 ± 0.071
HPK-S13360-3050CS-10980 23.67 52.75 ± 0.025 +3.31 +0.35 ± 0.056
sensL-MicroFC SMA 60035-1 23.24 24.65 ± 0.025 +2.66 +0.25 ± 0.056
sensL-MicroFC SMA 60035-2 23.20 24.65 ± 0.025 +2.56 +0.25 ± 0.056

TABLE 4.2: The left columns show a measurement at lower temperature than the one in
table 4.1. The columns on the right contain the differences between the two measure-
ments and show that the dependence of the BdV on the temperature is small but not

negligible. The error for IV-curve-method is half of the measured steps.

4.1.2 Dark Count Rate

FIGURE 4.4: Fit for the DCR in a 2 µs event for HPK-S13360-3050CS-10977. It is
composed of a thermal component �1 and a after pulse component �2. To get the

characteristic value of the device �1 has to be divided by the area of the SiPM.

4.1. Characterization of SiPMs 29

The DCR is determined by looking at the time difference between the peaks of a
given waveform, figure A.3 shows a 2 µs event where the waveforms are recognis-
able and figure A.1 shows a 100 µs event where due to the limited resolution the
shape of the peaks gets lost.

FIGURE 4.5: Fit for thermal component of the DCR in a 100 µs
event for for HPK-S13360-3050CS-10977, � is the resulting DCR

value before dividing it by the area of the cell.

The resulting distributions are fitted with exponential functions. Figure 4.4 depicts
the fits of two functions on a the distribution of time differences between peaks for
2500 events. The fit of one function on the distribution from the analysis of 10,000
events with 100 µs length can be seen in Figure 4.5. Two and sometimes three com-
ponents of DCR can be identified by conducting measurements of different event
length. Both examples are from the same HPK-S13360-3050CS sensor at the same
voltage and trigger threshold.

In figure 4.4 �1 can be identified as the a thermal component as it has the same value
as � in figure 4.5. �2 in figure 4.4 belongs to the after-pulses which, as mentioned
above, is not separable from the thermal peaks in a 100 µs event due to the lower
resolution of the waveform. The longer event time allows a preciser measurement of
the thermal component. Both components are expressed in mega counts per second
(Mcps) or MHz, the thermal component is usually given as Mcps/mm2, the after
pulse rate, contrary to the thermal pulses, doesn’t depend on the voltage as can be
observed from figure 4.6.

Figure 4.7 shows the thermal component of the DCR of four of the tested SiPMs.
The results for the sensL device below 3-4 V have to be regarded with reservation,
because the one pixel events could not be clearly separated from the noise and the
threshold voltage had to be set relatively high to be able to conduct a measurement
at all.

4.1. Characterization of SiPMs 31

FIGURE 4.7: The DCR of different SiPMs versus OV. The results
for two sensL sensors are not fully reliable. The effect of the tem-
perature difference on the DCR can be observed for both sensor

pairs.

FIGURE 4.8: The DCR versus the trigger level at constant 3
V OV for a HPK-S13360-3050CS. The DCR depends only on
the minimum number of fired pixels and is therefore con-
stant until the threshold reaches the next pixel number.The

DCR above the 2-pixel-amplitude is negligible

4.1. Characterization of SiPMs 33

seams therefore at the moment more reliable. The dependence of the CTP from the
OV for all sensors is shown in Figure 4.11.

FIGURE 4.10: Fit to calculate Cross Talk Probability for sensL-MicroFC SMA
60035 for data recorded with the oscilloscope.

FIGURE 4.11: Comparison of Cross Talk Probability for different SiPMs versus
OV. The CT for HPK-S10362-33-050C increases so fast that no measurements
above 3 V are taken. The HPK-S13360-3050CS’s show a uniform behavior as
do the sensL-MicroFC’s above 4V. The measurement with one of the sensL’s

showed unexpected effects that are not yet understood.
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